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When it comes to online marketing, SEO takes the lead in everything
there is to marketing. If you aren’t using SEO or you haven’t heard of it, I
think you might be living under a rock. Marketers utilize and keep up to
date with the world of search engine optimization and its tools, which is
why we are guiding you to follow through.

Step 1. It’s all about the customers

1 Remember optimization isn't possible unless you understand your
audience, so you need to set your target crowd before you decide on
SEO tools

2 Determine the tools required once you understand the crowd that you’re
dealing with.

3

Understand their requirements, location, and what they're looking for.

4 Unanimously you should start using keywords that your target audience
usually uses when they search for content or products.
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5 Use common and popular keywords to draw attention and increase the
chances of potential customers viewing your content or products.

Step 2. Research your Keywords as much as possible

6 When it comes to SEO, you need to research keywords that coincide
with your specified content.

7 You should use various keyword tools to help expand your keyword list
such as

- Moz
- Google trends
- Keyworddit
- Questiondb

8

Understand the metrics and statistics behind the use of keywords

- Figure out whether the keyword is difficult to understand by your
audience.
- Figure out the traffic number that goes through to keyworded videos.
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- You can use a tool like Ahrefs to figure out the metrics behind
keywords.

Step 3. Define your pages with keywords

9 When you need to figure out what keywords would suit the content of
your page, you need to use SEO tools like Ahrefs.

10 You have to make sure on-page optimization takes place with the SEO
tools to complete the look and image of your company.

11

Try insert keywords into your subheadings, headings, and content.

12

Try to optimize your images:

Make use of tools:
- Kraken.io
- Trimage
- CompressNow
- They will help algorithms understand the context of your image, which
can help in the optimization of your content.
- You may further use the alt tag to help google understand your
pictures.
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Step 4. Both humans and algorithms should understand your site

13 Tools help in making it easy for both the humans and the search engines
to be attracted to your content.

- SEO tools help algorithms understand videos and images content-wise
by adding keywords into the HTML.
- SEO tools help attract humans to content as they help marketers pick
the right keywords for the specified content.

14 Make sure you optimize your site and content in a mobile-friendly
manner as you can reach more mobile users with content.

15

Install an SSL certificate which helps secure your website.
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